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To launch the Northern Territory into the rapidly emerging ‘Age of Renewable Energy 
Transport’ there must be either a practical increase in the Fast Charging infrastructure for 
Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) or a similar increase in the Hydrogen infrastructure for 
Hydrogen Electric Vehicles (HEVs). 

Battery Technology offers around 92% efficiency, whilst the electricity to charge a battery 
can come from many different sources. Battery capacity is improving, while costs continue 
to drop thanks to scale-driven efficiencies. Indeed they will likely drop to, or below, $100 
per KWh by 2020, making BEV’s cheaper than Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) Vehicles and 
around half the cost of HEVs. 

So in the scope of this proposal we are limiting our discussion to BEV infrastructure, as this 
type of vehicle is trending in many countries and is the technology that car manufacturers 
such as: 

Mercedes, Porsche, Jaguar, Nissan, VW, BYD, Mitsubishi and, of course, Tesla have staked 
their future on it. 

Not only has the car industry voted with its investment in BEVs, the trucking industry too is 
investing heavily in BEVs. Electric trucks and buses have significant economic advantages 
over today’s diesel fleets. More torque, more power and less maintenance - and lower 
energy costs -make all BEV’s attractive ownership propositions. If you add the fact that 
Trucks and buses don’t have a problem carrying large batteries (they don’t need to handle 
like sports cars!) you can see why these industries might rapidly uptake BEVs. 

Consequently, given the market up take of BEVs of all sizes, we’d suggest that the NT needs 
to install a Fast Charging Network for long-haul trips and for heavy transport vehicles, 
especially at key tourist and rural locations. 

Should we install chargers that are ‘Good’, ‘Better’ or ‘Best’ based on current technology? 
The decision depends on the desired KiloWatt (kW) output of the chargers and their power 
source: 

1. Good (50kW current technology in Queensland, non expandable unless replaced) 
2. Better, middle of the road (170kW, low initial investment but expandable into the 

future for heavy (HV-BEV) vehicles currently being produced in China and the US)  
3. Best, New tech (470kW, high costs but future proofed for heavy vehicles)  

(See cost figures on Page 7) 

In daily commute use EV’s are easy...we charge from home. It’s cheap and we can have a 
‘full tank’ every day.  A car can be charged at home or at work, and if we use solar as an 
energy source its cheap or even free! 
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So, how fast can I charge?...It Depends! 

 

Seeing EV’s in their Natural habitat 

But when we want to drive a long distance, move freight or use larger 
vehicles like buses we need infrastructure....  

Factors affecting rate of charge: 

1. The type of charger you connect to the vehicle (i.e. AC or DC) 
2. The size of vehicle’s Battery and max charge rate 
3. The Battery’s temperature 

In this proposal we only discuss info relating to the type of charger connected to the vehicle 

AC Charging  

Using AC power (direct from the Grid or Solar), there are multiple rates of charging available.  This is 
what most consumers will see or use daily. 

1. Example 1: Charging a Nissan Leaf @ 15A, 240V takes about 7 hours and gives a Range of 
130km.  Charge rate =130/7 = 18km/h.  Not likely useful for long distance or outback travel, 
but perfect for a town car. 

2. Example 2: Charging a Tesla 85kWh @ 32A, 480V 3phase take about 5 hours and gives a 
Range of 450km. Charge rate = 450/5 = 100km/h.  

The Australian Electric Vehicle Association (AEVA) has created 32A AC network over the last 4 
years as shown below (refer plugshare.com Dec 2018).  This network is available for use by 
consumers and will allow 100km/h hour charging at locations shown below.  But it is still not fast 
enough to meet expectations by public for long distance travel. 
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However, this is still not fast enough to meet the needs of the public for long distance travel. 
So we’d recommend: 
 
DC Charging 

DC Chargers require High Voltage power to decrease the time taken to charge. They can start from 
50kW to (fast Charging 200km/h) up to 475kW (Ultra fast Charging 2000km/h).  The commonly 
known “Tesla Super chargers” are DC Fast chargers at 120kW (~400 km/h). 

1. Example 1: Charging a Nissan Leaf @ 50kW DC takes about 30 mins. Charge rate = 220km/h 
2. Example 2: Charging a Tesla @120kW DC takes 45 mins. Charge rate ~400km/h  
3. Example 3: Charging a Porshe Taycan @350kW DC takes about 20 mins. Charge rate 

1500km/h 

These DC chargers can fast charge trucks.  It is preferable to utilise 475kW chargers especially for 
larger trucks up to 30+ tonnes.  No commercial charger exists currently beyond this. 

 

 

So, in summary ‘Power is time’ when it comes to EV charging. 

The map on the next page shows the current Fast/Supercharging DC charger networks of 
Australia and New Zealand. 
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Fast/Supercharging DC charger networks of Australia and New Zealand 

 
Most notably, New Zealand currently has far greater saturation of DC Fast Chargers.   

Sadly NT has no DC Fast Chargers. 

 

Whilst personal transport is likely to blaze the trail of electric vehicle adoption, the biggest move to 
EV’s is likely to come from Commercial Transport - where the low cost, low maintenance, high 
torque abilities of EV’s aren’t compromised by battery weight. Given the priorities of 
transport/logistics, the cost savings will doubtless prove irresistible. 
Imagine the potential for the port of Darwin to serve much of Australia through a fleet of (perhaps 
eventually autonomous) EV trucks powered predominantly by sunlight. Whilst a sometimes self 
driving road-train may take a couple of days to get to Melbourne from Darwin, a ship might take a 
couple of weeks! 
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Proposal to build an Ultra Fast Charger Network 

We will continue to compare the Good, Better, Best options.  Pricing figures are indicative 
based on best estimates from suppliers and installers at December 2018: 

1. Good: 50kW DC Chargers, viable for cars only.  Generally not fast enough for Heavy 
vehicles unless charging over night.  Average charge time =30-60 mins, Charge rate 
<200km/h 

a. Grid Available  (Major Towns & roadhouse Diesel ok) per site (>24 cars/day) 
i. 1x50kW Charger install $145,000 + PAWA feed costs + Land + Shade 

ii. 2x50kW Chargers install $195,000 + PAWA feed costs + Land+Shade 
b. Solar only with Battery per site (<2 Cars/day) 

i. 1x50kW Charger install $245,000 + Land+Solar+Shade 
ii. 2x50kW Chargers install $295,000 + Land+Solar+Shade 

2. Better: 170kW DC Chargers, viable for all vehicles up to 5 tonnes. Charge rate 
<650km/h, upgradable to 475kW at a later date (at additional cost) 

a. Grid Available (Major towns, not roadhouse Diesel,>24Cars/day)  
i. 1x175kW Charger $240,000 + PAWA costs + Land+Shade 

ii. 2x175kW Chargers $340,000 + PAWA costs + Land+Shade 
b. Solar only with Battery (< 4 cars per Day or 1x 5 Tonne) 

i. 1x175kW Charger $590,000 + Land+Solar+Shade 
ii. 2x175kW Chargers $695,000 + Land+Solar+Shade 

c. Upgrading to option 3, estimate, $900,000 per site.  
3. Best: 475kW DC Chargers, Vehicles up to 30 tonnes. Charge rate 2000km/h, 

a. Grid Available (Major towns, not roadhouse Diesel,<50 cars/day)  
i. 1x475kW Charger $440,000 + PAWA costs + Land+Shade 

ii. 2x475kW Charger $570,000 + PAWA costs + Land+Shade 
b. Solar only with Battery (<6 cars per day or 3x5 Tonne or 1 x 30tonne) 

i. 1x475kW Charger $1,455,000+PAWA cost+Land+Solar Shade 
ii. 2x475kW Chargers $1,575,000+PAWAcost+Land+Solar Shade. 

Assumptions: 

2 chargers per Site/Station.   Where there is no Mobile/cell phone coverage we can 
accommodate an Optus Sat/3g Micro cell or equivalent for Public and Data communications. 
Site to have Security cameras with 24hour Voice assist, and LED Lighting.  

No factoring has been made for ongoing maintenance or monitoring.  

The solar shade sizing will need to depend on the solar panel area needed.  

Due to solar limitations the 475kW would be limited to 1 charge day for heavy vehicles until 
more solar or wind is available or grid being upgraded. 

No factoring for cyclone ratings have been proposed. Over leaf if the proposed Sites and KW 
rating for Allocation of Cars and Heavy Vehicles.  
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Breakdown of site selection 
Determining the proposed sites uses the following logic/methodology: 

1. Locating the 175kW sites: Heavy BEV’s are expected to have ranges of 700km + so 
having 175kW chargers at major towns will allow installation using existing grid 
power (which minimises the need for 175kW solar in remote locations)  When traffic 
flow increases in the future the 175kW sites can be efficiently upgraded to 475kW. 

2. Humpty Doo was chosen as separate truck site to be a last top up and intersection. 
3. Locating 50kW sites on main Highways(Stuart, Barkley, Lasseter’s, Victoria)   as 

light/passenger BEV’s initially won’t have as good range (likely approx 400km range) 
then these 200km range site will be more convenient but will not likely need 
upgrading in the shorter term. These sites will be most likely near Road houses and 
Tourism Points of interest.  This will be efficient as travellers can easily spend an 
hour at that location. 

4. Locating a number of 50kW sites in remote communities as a separate tier to 
encourage adoption of longer trips using BEV’s. 

5. Identified on the map, Seven (7) x 175kW sites.   This includes 5 sites with adequate 
Town power but may need a Small Battery to assist....total cost 240-340k x 5 = 
$1.2M single (ie one charger point), $1.7M double (ie two charger points). Daly 
Waters and Timber and Barrow Creeks are very unlikely suitable for grid connection.  
Assume a full 175kW solar system will be needed. Estimated cost $695k x 3 = $2.1M 
single  $1.4M double.  Total for ALL seven 175kW sites = $2.4M single, $3.1M double.  

6. Identified on the map, seventeen (17) x 50kW Highway Sites.  These will need to be 
confirmed compatible with load available from road house generators, but a solar 
solution will easily work at these sites.  Assume single charger point: 17x 145K = 
$2.5M or assume double charger point: 17 x 245k = $4.2M.   

7. Identified on the map, ten (10) Rural 50kW sites.  This may be a further stage to 
consider for local infrastructure, however, 10 x 245K (all Solar) = $2.5M single charge 
point or $3M double. 

The Totals of this Proposal 

NT Electric 
Highway 
2 x chargers 

50KW 
Solar 
 

175kW 
Grid 
 

175kW 
Solar 

475KW 
Grid 

475kW 
Solar 

Totals 
Now 

175-475KW 
Upgrade cost 
In 5-8 years 

Good Low 
Cost 

17 = $4.2 5 = $1.7M 3 = $2.1M 0 0 $8M $9M 

Better 175KW 0 5 = $1.7M 20 =$14M 0 0 $15.7 $25M 
Best 475KW  0 0 0 5 =$2.9M 24=$38.4M $41.3 $0 
NT Regional 10 = $3M 0 0 0 0 $3M $16M 
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Executive Summery 

The transition to BEVs has already begun, with some countries (such as Norway) well 
advanced at this time. Most of the major vehicle manufacturers are totally committed to 
BEVs is evidence of their inevitable global adoption. The makers of ‘aspeirational’ brands 
such as Mercedes and Porsche are totally committed to BEVs further supports the early-
adopter/influencer role in driving global migration to fossil-fuel-free transport. The 
Northern Territory, with its unique transport requirements and environmental conditions 
would be a tremendous test-bed for both BEVs and their application in real-world scenarios. 

With the prevailing technology, HEVs may presently have longer range than BEVs, but are a 
system that is essentially only 35% efficient. Also, such vehicles can only take one type of 
fuel, Hydrogen (H2). H2 can be made from energy and water, but regrettably its efficiency is 
very much less than directly charging a battery (say from solar). 

The NT has some reputation in electric vehicles - The World Solar Challenge (or the 
Bridgestone World Solar Challenge since 2013 due to the sponsorship of Bridgestone 
Corporation) is a biennial solar-powered car race which covers 3,022 km through the 
Australian Outback, from Darwin, Northern Territory to Adelaide, South Australia. With 
teams from all over the globe it has developed a significant reputation. Leveraging that 
reputation would appear to make sense. 

Imagine having the race support vehicles also being electric - powered by the Sun (in the 
main) through a series of rapid DC chargers. 

With support of the NT government, such an infrastructure could easily be in place for the 
2021 edition of that race. More importantly, the Northern Territory would become expert in 
solar BEV infrastructure - something that many parts of the world would want to replicate. 
Investing now ensures that such expertise is here soon - and exports of that knowledge 
would begin soon too. 


